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GUSFORD | los angeles  is  pleased to present the first North American solo exhibition by Singaporean artist 
Genevieve Chua.  Cicadas  Cicadas begins the Unnatural History Drawings  series, with its approach derived from 
the taxonomy of museum specimen classification systems. Presented as a site-specific installation,  Cicadas 
Cicadas  draws from the unique life cycle of periodical cicadas to explore larger notions of potentiality and the 
idea of a grand escape.

Chua’s multimedia practice explores the fear of the unknown, focusing in particular on projections of things that 
remain unseen. Through an unfurling narrative, the artist constructs alternate realities which present open-ended 
questions. In Cicadas  Cicadas, Chua uses paintings,  objects and sound to create a figuration of the insect and 
its environment. After disappearing underground for years, cicadas are driven to emerge in great force, and it is 
this dormancy and eventual uprising that manifests in Chua’s installation. 

Presented as a progression, doors are swept open, cages are revealed to have been left ajar and insects crawl 
up to the surface, where they project their mating call in an explosive and rhythmic hiss and cry. Exploring both 
form and language, Chua draws upon the collective latent energy of the insect and its  mass uprising. Here, 
nature invades, consumes and overwhelms, ultimately embodying the idea of a grand escape and other limitless 
possibilities. 

Genevieve Chua was born in Singapore in 1984, where she continues to live and work. She studied at Lasalle-SIA 
College of the Arts in Singapore and was conferred the Young Artist Award by the National Arts Council in 2012. 
In 2009, the National Museum of Singapore commissioned an installation entitled Lost in  the City: Full Moon  & 
Foxes,  as part of the Singapore Art Show. Selected exhibitions included the Singapore Biennale (2011) and BMW 
Young Asian Artist Series at Singapore Tyler Print Institute (2011), as well as solo exhibitions at Valentine Willie 
Fine Art, Singapore (2012) and C-C-C Shizoka, Japan (2011).

For further information, images or interview requests, please contact michelle@gusfordgallery.com

Opening Reception | Thursday, July 10, 6-9pm, RSVP to rsvp@gusfordgallery.com 
The gallery is open Tuesday - Saturday, 11am-6pm
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